Media Release
The Ultimate Aussie Adventure.....
Following Burke and Wills Across Australia
It is probably the most iconic journey in Australian history. And more than
150 years later, regular Aussies are now able to swap camels for 4WDs, as
a detailed touring guide allows them to trace the epic footsteps of Burke
and Wills.
Released by CSIRO Publishing, Following Burke and Wills Across
Australia: A Touring Guide is the ultimate companion for nomads, history
buffs and adventure seekers alike, looking to appreciate the magnitude,
fanfare and tragedy of this grand expedition of discovery.
“Although the Victorian Exploring Expedition (VEE) is the most famous of
all expeditions, the route Burke took from Melbourne to the Gulf has
previously remained somewhat of a mystery due to poor journal-keeping by
the leader,” notes book author and historian Dave Phoenix, who actually
retraced the mammoth journey, by foot, in 2008.
“From what we have been able to establish through extensive cross-referencing, the VEE followed bush
tracks no longer in existence, crossed rivers using punts and bridges long since replaced, and were
guided along Aboriginal tracks now long gone.
“As a result, the route specified in this Guide follows the closest approximation to the Expedition’s track,
using gazetted roads.”

Understanding the Journey
Following Burke and Wills Across Australia is a lavish publication of more than 400 pages, complete
with maps, sketches, colour photographs and images, as well as telling the full and compelling story of
what happened to those involved in this grand adventure, step by step.
Each chapter also provides information about what you can see from the journey now, through the
markers and memorials placed along the route. You can also stand exactly where the explorers stood
as you read their very own descriptions of each locality before them (and you).
The Guide includes travel advice to ensure a safe and fulfilling experience, allowing Australians to
appreciate a key part of our own history in a direct and very personal way.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Dave Phoenix is currently the President of the Burke & Wills Historical Society. He has done extensive
research into the experiences of the various parties and to determine the route taken by the Expedition.
In 2008 he walked 3750 km from Melbourne to the Gulf of Carpentaria, following this route.
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